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Let 9 be a c-algebra on [0, l] generated by a countable partition of [0, 11, and 
let E( ‘19) denote the corresponding conditional expectation operator. For a subset 
Z of L’[O, l] we denote by M, (resp. N,) the smallest interpolation (resp. 
rearrangement invariant) subspace of L’ containing 2. In Theorem 2.7 we show 
that for each MEL, there exists a function go:L’ such that Md,,,,,,F,= M,. 
While a similar result for N, is not true in general (that is, NE,N,,g, is not always 
a principal ideal), Theorem 2.9, our main result, describes when it is the case. 
(’ 1992 Academic Press, Inc 
Let X be an (order) ideal of measurable functions on [0, l] satisfying 
L"[O, l]cXcL'[O, 11, and let F be an infinite partition of [0, 11. 
A natural question arises as to when “F averages X,” that is, when the 
inclusion E(x 19) E X holds for each x E X, where E( .I F) is the conditional 
expectation operator corresponding to 9. It is almost evident that one 
cannot expect a positive answer to this question without some additional 
assumptions. Moreover, even this “naive” formulation is not well stated 
unless certain additional assumptions are imposed on X. This is clear in 
view of the following simple fact (see, for example, [S]): if each partition 
9 (enough to demand only that 9 be countable) averages an ideal X, then 
X is a rearrangement invariant ideal (r.i.i.), Let us mention at once that this 
necessary condition to be a r.i.i. is not sufficient. (In connection with this 
it is curious to note that on p. 106 in [S] it is written that every partition 
averages any rearrangement invariant space. This inaccurate statement is 
omitted in [6]; however, no explanation is given.) The problem of finding 
conditions on a r.i. space X, ensuring that a given countable partition 9 
averages X, is far from being trivial, and our work is related to this and 
some close topics. In particular, we present the complete proofs of the 
results announced in [12]. 
Throughout the work we will use the following terminology. Any inter- 
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polations space between L1 [0, l] and L”(0, 1) is called a mujorant ideal 
(m.i.). If Z is a subset of L’(0, l), then its mujorant hull M, is the smallest 
majorant ideal containing Z. The smallest r.i.i. containing Z is denoted by 
N,. The following two cases are of special interest for us: (1) Z = E(X 1 Y), 
where X is a r.i.i. and (2) Z= (f}, where f is an integrable function. 
Usually, instead of M,) and No, , we write simply M, and Nf, respec- 
tively, and call them the principal m.i. (respectively, r.i.i.) generated by f: 
Theorem 2.7 says that for every principal majorant ideal M, the majorant 
hull A4 E,,,,,,P) of its average E(Mf/ 9) is principal too; i.e., there exists an 
integrable function g such that M,(,,,,,, = M, (notice by the way, that g 
itself is a suitable average off ). A similar statement for a principal r.i.i. N,- 
is valid only if f satisfies certain additional assumptions, which are stated 
in several equivalent forms in Theorem 2.9, our main result. This theorem 
together with Theorem 2.2 may be viewed as results pertaining to the 
problem on dominated convergence of the ergodic means and martingales 
in rearrangement invariant spaces. 
Some necessary preliminaries are collected in Section 1, and the main 
results are presented in Section 2. We, as a rule, omit explanations of or 
references to simple statements in Section 1. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let .L’ = L’ [ 1, 0] denote the usual real space of all integrable functions 
on the interval [0, l] = ([0, 11, /i, A), where I is the usual Lebesgue 
measure and (1 denotes the corresponding a-algebra of measurable sets. By 
1, we denote the indicator function of a set A E A. For each s > 0 we define 
the compression operator z,~ as follows: (r, f )(t) = f(s-‘t), where f is any 
measurable function on [0, l] extended as zero outside of [0, 11. 
We say that two measurable functions f and g are equimeasurahle, and 
write f m g, if the equality A{ f > rj = A{ g > r} holds for each real r. 
There exists a unique non-increasing (continuous from the left) function 
denoted by f * which is equimeasurable with 1 f (. We call two measurable 
functions f and g size equivalent, or in brief, s-equivalent, and write f E g, 
provided there exists a positive constant s such that the two inequalities 
f * < sr,s(g*) and g* d sz,(f *) are valid. For ,f~ L’ we define, as usual 
f**(r)=tr’Sh.f*dl,, tE(O, 11. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f E L’ and let A E A with I(A) > 0. Then for every subset 
BE A with A(B) > 0, there is a ,function ,f such that y-f, 7 coincides with f 
outside of A, and the equalit 
holds. 
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LEMMA 1.2 [4]. For an arbitrary f E L’ the following assertions are true: 
oGf*(t)G.f**(r)= (f**)*(f)> t-' J,;.fd%, tE(o, 11; (1) 
f'* d z,(f*); ~,(.f**)<sf**,s3 1. (2) 
Now we consider the following three conditions for a vector subspace X 
of L’: 
(i) x E X and 1 y[ < 1x1 imply that y E X; 
(ii) x E X and y* 6 x* imply that y E X; 
(iii) xEXand y **<x** imply that ye,%‘. 
If condition (i) holds, then we call X an order ideal (cf. [2]); if (ii) holds, 
then X is called a rearrangement inuariant ideal; and finally, condition (iii) 
is equivalent to the fact that X is a majorant ideal (see [4] for details), and 
this explains the reason for the last term. 
Remarks. (1) For each r.i.i. X let X* := {x*: x E X}. It is clear that for 
a r.i.i. Y we have Xc Y whenever X* E Y*. 
(2) Every majorant ideal is rearrangement invariant, and every 
rearrangement invariant ideal is an order ideal. In what follows we will 
omit the word “order” in the last term. 
LEMMA 1.3 [3]. For every r.i.i. X and every s > 0 the inclusion z,(X) E X 
holds. 
Let {A’,, y E r} be a family of some ideals. The direct sum of this family 
is defined by the formula 
1 x,={~x,.: xy,rXyr, yiEf, i= 1, . . . . n, na 1 
YEr I 
LEMMA 1.4. The sum C, t r X, is an ideal in L’. Moreover, this ideal is 
r.i. or maj’orant provided each summand is r.i. or, respectively, majorant. 
Using Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 we can easily prove the next description of N, 
and M, 
LEMMA 1.5. For every f E L’ the following equalities hold. 
Nr={z~L’:3q=q(z)>Osuchthatz*<qz,(f*)}; 
Mf={z~L’:3q=q(z)>Osuchthatz**<qr,(f**)} 
={z~L’:3q=q(z)>Osuchthatz**<qf**}. 
Pa) 
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Formula (3a) allows us to extend the definition of N, to any measurable 
function. Formula (3b) shows that the principal m.i. M, generated by f 
coincides (as a set) with the well-known Marcinkiewicz space M(IC/), where 
l)(t) = tf**(t), t E (0, l] (cf. [4]). 
LEMMA 1.6. For uny family of ideals the,following equalities hold: 
N (4) 
A (countable) partition is any sub-o-field 9 in A generated by a count- 
able family of mutually disjoint sets F,, of positive measure satisfying 
C;” A(F,) = 1. We denote by B = cr(F,,) any such partition. 
With each partition Y = o(F,) we associate vector p = (I(F,), i,(F,), . ..). 
and we denote by [9] the class of vectors obtained via all rearrangements 
of the coordinates of 8. We call two partitions 9 and 9 equimeasurable 
(in notation, 9 - $9) if [,9] = [??I. It is obvious that for every two equi- 
measurable partitions F and $9, each of them may be transformed into the 
other by means of a suitable mod 0-automorphism rc of the measure space 
([0, 11, /1, 2). We write this as 9 = F 3 n. 
If 9, 9 are partitions and 9 G $9, then we say that F is coarser 
than 9. 
Let it,,}; be a sequence of real numbers strictly decreasing to zero and 
with to = 1. The partition .Y = o((t,,, t, ~ ,I) is said to be an interval parti- 
tion (i.p.), and it will be denoted briefly by Y = (t,). An interval partition 
Y is said to be monotone if t,, - t, + , 6 t, , - t, for each n 3 1. Clearly, for 
any partition 9 there exists a unique monotone i.p. (we denote it by .F*) 
equimeasurable with F. Note that an i.p. Y = (t,) is coarser than an i.p. 
9 = (s,,) provided { t,, } 0” c {s,, } 0”. Two interval partitions 9 = (t,) and 
9 = (s,) are called equivalent (in notation, Y h Y) if inequalities 
C - ‘s,, d t, d Cs,, are valid for a suitable constant C > 0 and all n. 
LEMMA 1.7 Cl]. (i) Any constant CY 3 ($+ 1)/2 has the following 
property: Let Y = (t,,) be an arbitrary i.p. and let (tz) denote the monotone 
i.p. Y-*. Then for each integer n 3 0 there exists an integer m > 0 such that 
CI -‘t,Z;< t,,<cct;,. (5) 
(ii) The number (fi+ 1)/2 in (‘) 1 cannot be replaced by a smaller 
number. 
COROLLARY 1.8. Let 9 be an arbitrary partition and let 2 - $9~9. 
Then there exists an i.p. 9 E 9* such that Y N X*. 
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For a partition 9 = a(&‘,,) the averaging (= conditional expectation) 
operator E( .) 9): L’ -+ L1 is defined by the formula 
LEMMA 1.9. Let a partition 9 he coarser than a partition 9. Then 
for every function ,f E L’ there exists a ,function .T- f such that 
4.71~) = Elf IFI 
LEMMA 1.10. Let B he a partition, let z be a mod 0-automorphism qf the 
measure space ([0, 11, A, A), and let .f E L ‘. Then 
LEMMA 1.11. Let 9 be a partition and let f E L’. Then there are a 
function 7-f and an i.p. Y - 8 such that 
E(f p)*=E(yIF). 
For an arbitrary subset 2 of L’, we denote by E(ZJ F) the E( .I P)- 
image of Z. 
LEMMA 1.12. Let J he a partition and let {A’,, y E Z} be a family of 
ideals. Then 
(7) 
where the sum on the right side means the sum of the family of ideals in the 
space L’( [0, 11, 9, 2). 
LEMMA 1.13. Let X be a r.i.i., let 9, Y be some partitions, and Y-, Y be 
some interval partitions. Then the following assertions hold. 
(i) Zf FGg, then NE,X,Y*T,~ NECXIQ, and II~~~,,,~,cM~~~,~,. 
(ii) Zf P-9, then NEC,,,,,=N,,,,., and M,.,,,,=MEC,,.,. 
(iii) Zf Y = 9, then NEcXI ,T7) = NE{,, .‘/, and ME,,, ,B) = MEcXI ,yJ. 
LEMMA 1.14. For any partition 9 and any function f E L’ the following 
equalities hold 
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For any interval partition T = (t,) and a measurable function f = f* we 
Put 
It is clear that (&)* =fT. 
LEMMA 1.15. For each function f E L’ and every interval partition Y the 
following assertions hold 
We denote the left and the right sides of (9) by f.2 and J2*, 
respectively, as it won’t cause any ambiguity. 
LEMMA 1.16. Let Y he an interval partition, f E L’, and a 2 (fi+ 1)/2. 
Then 
Remark [l]. It is curious to note that the smallest constant c( 
satisfying (10) equals 4/3, which is obviously less than ($+ 1)/2 
(cf. Lemma 1.7). 
We say that a partition F averages a r.i.i. X whenever the inclusion 
E(XI 9”) c X is valid. Lemma 1.13 implies the following statement. 
LEMMA 1.17. (i) If two partitions are equimeasurable (or if two interval 
partitions are equivalent), then, for any r.i.i. X, they both average X or both 
do not. 
(ii) If a partition 3 averages a r.i.i. X and if a partition B is coarser 
than 3, then B averages X, too. 
LEMMA 1.18 [4]. Each majorant ideal is averaged by every partition. 
LEMMA 1.19 [7]. Let Y be an interval partition, f EL’, and 
g = g$E Mf. Then there exists a function 7-f and a constant C>O such 
that g d C&T1 5). 
Remark. Lemma 1.19 implies immediately that the converse of 
Lemma 1.18 is valid: a r.i.i. is a m.i. provided it is averaged by every parti- 
tion. Since an ideal X which is averaged by each partition is necessarily 
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rearrangement invariant, we obtain that the converse of Lemma 1.18 is true 
for any ideal, that is, the following assertion holds: an order ideal X in L’ 
is an interpolation space between L’ and L’ if and only !f X is averaged by 
every countable partition of the interval [0, 1 ] (cf. [7]). 
A partition B is said to be verifying if 9 averages a r.i.i. X only if X is 
a majorant ideal. 
LEMMA 1.20 [ 111. A partition 9 is ver!fying if and only if’ the interval 
partition 4 r* = (t,*) satisfies the condition 
sup t,*- ,/t,T < co. (11) 
LEMMA 1.21. If 5 is a verifying partition, then 
E(f*/R*)=f* 
for every function f E L’. 
(12) 
COROLLARY 1.22. If 9 is a verifying partition, then 
x* = (NE,x*,F-,)* = wE(X,.Fd* (13) 
for each r.i.i. X. 
If a partition F averages a principal r.i.i. N,, then the generating 
function f is called F-regular. 
LEMMA 1.23 [lo]. A ,function ,f E L’ is F-regular if and only ly the 
condition f$!’ 2: f$* is fulfilled. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 9 be an interval partition and f E L’. Then 
f$*=sup{E(f*IY):i.p.YGF}. (14) 
ProoJ: Fix an arbitrary u E (0, l] and let Y = (s,) c T = (t,). Choose a 
number n such that s, + , < u GS,. By (9) we have 
E(f*lW(u)=E(f*I~)(s,)+G*(sn)=f7**(s,)=fr**(4. 
So, the right side in (14) does not exceed the left one. To prove the 
opposite inequality fix E > 0, take number k such that tk+ , < u d tk, and 
then choose a number m satisfying the inequality 
1 
tk - tm 
fk f*dri>f**(tk)-F=,f;*(U)-E. 
409/171,/2-18 
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This means that 
E(f* I mu) >/f;*(u) - 6 (15) 
where Ye is an arbitrary i.p. which is coarser than Y and for which s, = t,, 
Sifl = t, for some i. As E> 0 is arbitrary in (15) formula (14) is proved. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) The inequality 
E(flP-)* d 4/3f$f (16) 
is valid for every partition 3 and every function f E L’. 
(ii) The constant 413 in (16) is the best possible. 
Proof: By Lemma 1.11, there are 7-f and i.p. Y - 5 such that 
E(fIF)*=E(jlF). Hence, using (1) (9) and the Remark after 
Lemma 1.16 we can conclude that 
and this proves part (i) of Theorem 2.2. 
Now suppose that the inequality E(f I F)* < bf,*,* holds for every parti- 
tion B and every f E L’, where 0 < b < 4/3. In view of Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 
we can assert that E( f I +7)* 6 bf $? for every partition 3 which is coarser 
than some partition 2 equimeasurable with 9. From Proposition 2.1, we 
derive now that j-g* d bfgf for every i.p. r -8. This contradicts our 
Remark after Lemma 1.16. 
Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 1.14 imply the following statement. 
COROLLARY 2.3. The inclusion 
is true for every partition 9 and every function f E L’. 
(17) 
LEMMA 2.4. The equality 
N -N E(N/IS)- E(M/I 5) 
holds for every partition F and every function f E L’. 
Proof: The inclusion NECN,, 5 ) G N,(,, ,,p ) is trivial since N,. E M,. The 
inclusion 
E(M-(F)GN. I UN/ I .F) (18) 
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follows by a consecutive application of Lemmas 1.18, 1.11, 1.19, and 
1.13(ii). Clearly (18) implies that N,(,, , Fj c NEcN,, s ,. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X be an arbitrary r.i.i. and let F be an arbitrary 
partition. Then B averages N,(,, *, 
Proof: Assume first that X= N, for some f~ L’. It is sufficient to 
prove the inclusion E( NE{,, , T ) 19) G NE,,, , ,F ). Since N, E M, we have 
E(N,)~))EM~ by Lemma 1.18, and therefore MrzN,,,,,,,. Now, it 
remains to use (18). 
The first case and Lemmas 1.12 and 1.6 imply the general case: 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let X be a r.i.i. and 9 be a verifying partition. Then 
Mx = %x,q In particular, M, = NECN, *, . 
Proof: The mclusion XL NEtXIYj follows from Corollary 1.22 and 
Remark 1 after Lemma 1.2. Other assertions are obvious. 
THEOREM 2.7. The equalities 
M E(M/I.Fl =M E(N,l.F) = M,,f-*,,F*l 
are true for every partition F and every function f E L’. 
Proof The first equality follows immediately from Lemma 2.4. The 
second may be inferred from a consecutive application of Lemmas 1.14, 
1.11, the last inequality in (1 ), by (9) and Lemma 1.16: 
M E(N/IP) = c &~JI@l= c ME(719-, 
f-/,-@-F .f-f;Lp.r-.F 
c 2 M,cf*,,,, E ME(,.*/m. 
,.p..B - 3- 
The converse inclusion is trivial. 
In general, the r.i.1. N,,,, ,yJ is not generated by the function E(f * ) 9*), 
even if this ideal is principal. The next theorem characterizes the case when 
this is true. 
THEOREM 2.8. The equality 
N E(N/l.~) =N E(f*I.F*) 
is true if and only if the function E(f * 1 F*) is F-regular. 
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Proof. Given the equality, the function E(f* ) F*) is g-regular by 
Theorem 2.5. 
Conversely, let the function E(f* IF*) be F-regular. If we show that 
inclusion E(7Jg)ENE(f*IT*j holds for every partition 9 N B and every 
function y-f, then, from Lemma 1.14, we obtain the inclusion 
N. ,wNfIF:) c NE.(/*,,w Since the converse inclusion is obvious, this will 
complete the proof. By consecutive application of Lemmas 1.11 and 1.16 
and using formulas (1) and (9), we can conclude that for a suitable ,f-,T 
and an i.p. F-F the following relations hold: 
where s is a positive constant of s-equivalence from Lemma 1.23. 
Now we are ready to state our main result characterizing the rela- 
tionship between a function ,f and a partition B to ensure that r.i.i. 
NW, 1 .F) (or equivalently N,,, ,,rj) is principal. 
THEOREM 2.9. For every partition 9 and every function f E L’ the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a function ge L’ such that NECN,,,F, = NR; 
(ii) N E(N, 13) = N,;, ; 
(iii) f$$ is an p-regular function; 
(iv) McS, = ME(f*,T*j; 
(v) f;?EMf 
Proof (i) * (ii). If NE(N,,Fj = N,, then by Theorem 2.5 function g is 
F-regular, and hence, by Lemma 1.23, g$T 2c g$*. Now Theorem 2.7 
implies the equality M, = M,(f,,,.,, whence g** N E(f* I F*)**, and by 
formula (9), g$iz E f 2:. Therefore, g* >/ g$* ‘Y f$Z, and this proves the 
inclusion N fPt c N,. The converse inclusion follows from Lemma 1.14 and 
Theorem 2.2. 
(ii) =P (iii). This implication follows directly from Theorem 2.5. 
(iii)* (iv). By Lemma 1.23 and formula (9) we have (f$?),$T E 
E(f*IF*)$?. Since the functions f$Z and E(f * I F*) are constants on 
the elements of 8*, the preceding s-equivalence may be extended to the 
s-equivalence (J$Z)** N E(f * IF*)**. This implies equality (iv). 
(iv) * (v). This implication follows immediately from Lemma 1.18. 
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(v) =S (i) The inclusionf,*f E Mf may be rewritten as,f,*Z E E(MfI S*). 
Now we conclude from Lemmas 2.4 and l.l3(ii) that 
The converse inclusion follows from Lemma 1.14 and Theorem 2.2. 
Remark. (i) Let 9 be a partition and letfg L’. Then F-regularity of 
f implies F-regularity of E(f* IF*), and the latter implies F-regularity 
of f$?. 
Indeed, if a function f is F-regular, then by (1) and (9), we have 
so the function E(f* 1 F*) is F-regular too. 
Further, if the function E(f* 1 F*) is P-regular, then using Theorem 2.8 
we obtain the equality N,(,, , y*j = NEC1.*, fl*j. But then, by Theorem 2.9, 
f $2 is an Y-regular function. 
(i) None of the converse implications to those indicated in (i) is true, 
in general. Appropriate counterexamples have been constructed in [ 141. In 
the same work the equivalence of 9-regularity of functions g = J$? and 
g,$T is proved. 
(iii) We say that a functionfis regular if it is P-regular for each par- 
tition 9. It is known (see [9]) thatfis regular if and only iff** is regular, 
and therefore, f ** is regular if and only if (f * * )* * is regular. In view of 
(ii) we see some similarity between regularity and F-regularity. On the 
other hand, it is shown in [13] that the regularity of function E(f * IY*) 
implies the regularity of function ,f, and that the converse is not true, in 
general. Thus (in spite of the abovementioned similarity) the properties of 
the regularity and P-regularity behave in an opposite way when we move 
from f * to E(f * I P*) and vice versa. 
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